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TOPOLOGICAL SPACES DETERMINED
BY LEFT IDEALS OF SEMIGROUPS

KENNETH D. MAGILL, JR.

In this paper, we show how each (proper or improper) left
ideal Z of a semigroup T determines, in a natural way, a
topologίcal space. The space will be denoted by *%S(T% Z) and
will be referred to as the structure space of the pair (T,Z).
Any such structure space is compact and Tl9 although it need
not be Hausdorff. If T contains a left identity, then the ideal
Z corresponds, in a natural way, to a subspace &(T9Z) of
^ ( T , Z) which we refer to as the realization of Z. There is
a homomorphism ψ from T into S(&(T9 Z)) (for any space X9

S(X) denotes the semigroup, under composition, of all con-
tinuous functions mapping X into X). Moreover, ψ is injective
if and only if for every pair of distinct elements a and b of T9

av Φ bv for some v in Z.

If T contains a left identity and, in addition, the pair (T, Z) is
admissible (Definition (1.6)), Then <%s(T, Z) is a Hausdorff compactifica-
tion of &(T, Z) and each function in φ[T] has a continuous extension
to a function in S(^/(T9Z)). This results in a homomorphism from T
into S(^(T, Z)) which, as before is injective if and only if for every
pair of distinct elements a and b of T, av Φ bv for some v in Z.
These results are the applied to semigroups of continuous functions.
For example, it is shown that if X is a normal Hausdorff space which
contains an arc and Z(X) is the kernel (i.e., minimal two-sided ideal
of S(X)), then the structure space of the pair (S(X), Z(X)) is the
Stone-Cech compactification of X and the realization of Z{X) is
homeomorphic to X.

1Φ The structure space of the pair (T, Z).

DEFINITION (1.1) Let Z be a left ideal of a semigroup T. A
nonempty subset A of T x Z will be referred to as a bond if for any-
finite subset {(tif ^)}f=i £ Ay the system of equations fax = #;}£=! has
a common solution x in Z. A bond which is not properly contained
in any other bond is referred to as an ultrabond. We denote the set
of all ultrabonds by ^/(Γ, Z).

By the Lemma of Zorn, every bond is contained in an ultrabond.
T x Z is a bond if and only if Z = {z} for a right zero z of T. In
this case ^ ( T , Z) = {T x Z). For any veZ, the pairs (ί, tv), te T,
form a bond which we shall denote by Av.
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LEMMA (1.2). If the semigroup T has a left identity, then AΌ

is an ultrabond.

Proof. Let e be a left identity of T so that (e, v) e Aυ. If (t, z)
is not in Av, i.e., tv Φ z, then the equations tx = z and ex = v have
no common solution in Z.

DEFINITION (1.3). For each pair, (t, z)eT x Z, we let

H(t, z) = {Ae mT, Z): (ί, z) e A}

The topological space which is obtained by taking{H(t, z): (ί, z)e T xZ}
as a subbasis for the closed subsets of ^ ( Γ , i>) is defined to be the
structure space of the pair (T, Z).

THEOREM (1.4). For a group G, ̂ (G, G) consists of the ultrabonds
Av, veG. The closed subsets of <Z/{G, G) are ^(G, G) and the finite
subsets of <%f(G, G).

Proof. Let H(t, z) be given and let v = t~xz. To prove the
theorem, it will be sufficient to show that H{t, z) = Av. Evidently,
AΌ e Hit, z). On the other hand, suppose Au £ H{t, z). Then (£, z) e Au

which implies that (ί, z) = (s, su) for some se T. Thus u = s~λz =
t-χz = v and Au = Av.

THEOREM (1.5). Any structure space ^(T, Z) is a compact Tλ

space.

Proof. We first prove that <2/{T,Z) is Tx. Let A and B be
distinct ultrabonds. Then A — JS is not empty and hence AeH(t, z),
but BίH(t, z), for some pair (£, s). Thus A = Π {H(t, z): (t, z)eA],
and this is a closed set.

Now we prove that ^(T, Z) is compact. By a result of Alexander
{3, p. 139, Th. 6], the space ^{T,Z) is compact if every family
^ = {H(ta, za): ae A} of subbasic closed sets with the finite intersection
property has a nonempty intersection. Let A = {(ta, za): a eΛ} and let
{(U, ̂ )}f=i be any finite subset of A. Then {H(ti9 )̂}f=i is a finite
subfamily of J^~ and hence its intersection contains some ultrabond
B. Thus {(ti9 Zi)}?=1 g B and it follows that the system of equations
{Ux = Zi}f=1 has a common solution x in Z. This proves A is a bond
and it follows from Zorn's Lemma that A is contained in some ultra-
bond A*. Then A* e 0 {H(ta, za): aeA}.

The complement of a set X will be denoted by

DEFINITION (1.6). The pair (Γ, Z) is said to be admissible if Tis
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a semigroup, Z is a left ideal of T and the following condition is
satisfied.

(1.6.1) If A is an ultrabond and Ae^H(tly z^^ there exist

(t2, z2) and (£3, z3) in T x Z such that A e <ifH(t2, z2)

QH(tSj z3) S

Although the structure space <%f(T, Z) of any pair (T, Z) is ϊ\,
it need not be Hausdorff. Indeed, it follows from Theorem (1.4) that
^ (G, (?) is not Hausdorff if G is an infinite group. If, however, the
pair (T, Z) is admissible, condition (1.6.1) implies that <%/{T,Z) is
regular and a regular TΊ space is Hausdorff. This, together with
Theorem (1.5) results in

THEOREM (1.7). The structure space ^ ( T , Z) of any admissible
pair (T,Z) is a compact Hausdorff space.

Suppose the semigroup T has a left identity. According to Lemma
(1.2), {Aυ: veZ} is a subspace of <%S(T,Z). This subspace will be
denoted by %f(T, Z) and will be referred to as the realization of Z.
Every element a in T determines, in a very natural way, a mapping
fβ from ^ ( Γ , Z) into ^ ( T , Z). The mapping fβ is defined by \a{Av) =
Aaυ. We are assured ave Z since Z is a left ideal of T. Before stating
the next result, we mention again that for any space X, the symbol
S(X) denotes the semigroup, under composition, of all continuous
functions mapping X into X.

THEOREM (1.8). Let T be a semigroup with a left identity and
let Z be a left ideal of T. Then for each element a in T, the
corresponding function fβ is a continuous mapping from &(T,Z)
into &{T, Z). The mapping ψ from T into S(&(T, Z)) defined by
φ(β) = fo i>s a homomorphism and is injective if and only if for each
pair of distinct elements a and b of T, av Φ bv for some v in Z.

Proof. The continuity of each fα follows from the equality

, Z) n H(t, z)] = &(T, Z) n H{ta, z)

and the fact that {^?(T, Z) Π H(t, z): (ί, z)eT x Z} is a subbasis for
the closed subsets of &(T, Z).

Since fα°f6 = fα6 for all a,be T, the mapping φ is a homomorphism
from T into S(&(T, Z)). Now suppose φ is injective and a and b are
distinct elements of T. Then fβ = <p(a) Φ φ(b) = f6 and thus, fα(-A,) Φ
\h{Av) for some v in Z. This implies Aav Φ Abυ and hence ab Φ bv.
On the other hand, suppose that for any distinct pair of elements a,
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be T,av Φ bv for some v in Z. Then AaΌ Φ Abv since (e, av) e Aav — Ahv

(where e denotes a left identity of T). Thus, \a{AΌ) Φ \h{Av) and it
follows that ψ is injective.

For the proof of the next theorem, it will be convenient to have
the following

LEMMA (1.9). Suppose T is a semigroup with a left identity
and Z is a left ideal of T. If

) = H(tu zt) U H(t2, z2)

for (tu zλ) and (t2, z2) in T x Z, then, for any a in T,

, Z) = Hfaa, z,) U H(t2a, z2) .

Proof. Since T has a left identity, each Aυ, veZ, is an ultrabond
and we have

(1.9.1) ^ ( T , Z) S H(tly zλ) U H(t2, z2) .

This implies that for any a in T,

(1.9.2) ^ ( Γ , Z) S Hfaa, z,) U H(t2a, z2) .

To see this, let Av in &(T, Z) be given. Then by (1.9.1), either
Aav e H(t19 Zj) or Aave H(t2, z2). Suppose the former holds. Then (t19

Zj) G Aaυ which implies (tl9 zx) = (s, sav) for some s in T. Thus tt = s
and zx = sav = ttav and it follows that {tλa, zj = (^α, t1av)eAv, i.e.,
Av, G JEΓίίiα, zx).

Now suppose some ultrabond B does not belong to either H^a, zt)
or Jϊ(ί2α, z2). Then neither (^α, ̂ ) nor (ί2α, 2;2) belong to B and it follows
that there exist two finite subfamilies {(kiy

 /yί))}f=i{(sί, Vi)}?^ of 5 such
that no solution from Z of the system {kiX = vJJLi satisfies the equation
(t^x = z1 and, similarly, no solution from Z of the system {six = 2/J î
satisfies the equation (ί2α)a? = z2. Since JB is an ultrabond, there exists
a solution b in Z to the system {Â x = Vi}f=l U {s^ = 2/J^i. But then,
(tγa)b Φ zγ and (t2a)b Φ z2 which implies {tγa, zλ) £ Ab and (t2a, z2) £ Ab.
This, however, is equivalent to the statement Ab & Hit^a, zλ) U H(t2a, z2)
which contradicts statement (1.9.2). Therefore, the ultrabond B must
belong to either Hfaa, zx) or H(t2a, z2).

THEOREM (1.10). Suppose the pair (T, Z) is admissible and T
has a left identity. Then <ZS(T,Z) is a Hausdorff compactification
of&(T,Z). Moreover, for each a in T, the function fα in S(&(T, Z))
has a unique extention to a function ff in S(^(T, Z)). The mapping
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ψ from T into S(%f(T, Z)) which is defined by ψ(a) — ff is a homo-
morphism and is injective if and only if for each pair of distinct
elements a and b of T, av Φ bv for some v in Z.

Proof. The space ^ ( Γ , Z) is a compact Hausdorff space by
Theorem (1.7). Now suppose <%f{T,Z)Φ U {H(ti9 )̂}f=1. Then some
ultrabond A does not contain any of the pairs (ti9 zt). This implies
that for each ί, there exists a finite subfamily {(sijf ΐ/^lfii of A for
which the system of equations,

has no common solution X in Z. However, there does exist an
element v in Z such that s{jv = zi5 for each i and j . It then follows
from the previous statement that ttv Φ z{ for each i. Thus

This proves that &(T, Z) is a dense subset of ^ ( Γ , Z). Therefore,
^ ( T , Z) is indeed a HausdorfE compactification of ^?(T, Z).

By Theorem (1.8), each function fα, ae T, is a continuous mapping
prom &(T,Z) into JS?(2\ Z). We define a mapping ff from ^ ( T , Z)
into ^ ( T , Z) as follows: for any ultrabond A, let

<A> = {(ί, «) G Γ x Z: (ία, 2) G A}.

Either T x Z = A (in which case (A) Φ 0 ) or some (ίx, ^) does not
belong to A. It then follows from (1.6.1) that there exist (t2, z2) and
(td,z3) in T x Z such that <gΉ(t2, z2)QH(t3, z3). Thus ^(T, Z) =
H(t2, z2) U H(t3, z3) and the previous lemma implies

^ ( Γ , Z) - fΓ(ί2α, «.) U Jϊίίβα, z3) .

Hence A contains either (t2a, z2) or (ί3α, 23) and this implies that <(A>
contains either (ί2, «2) or (ί8, «3). This proves that <(A> ^ 0 . For any
finite subset {(ti9 ^)}f=1S<A>, { ( ί ^ ^ g i which implies that the
system of equations {(t^x = Zi}f=ι has a solution v in Z. Since Z is
a left ideal, av e Z and α^ is a solution of the system {tiX = Zi}f=1.
This proves that <yl> is a bond. By Zorn's Lemma, <(A> is contained
in an ultrabond <(A>* and we define \ξ(A) = <A)>*. For the present,
it may seem as though ff is not unique (A might conceivably be
contained in more than one ultrabond), but we shall eventually see
that this is not the case. Let us note that

{(t, z)eT x Z: (ta, z) e Av) = Aav.

Since Aav is an ultrabond, <A,>* = Aav. Thus, for any v in Z,
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ff(A) = <A>* = Aav = l(Av)

which proves that ff is an extension of fβ.
We now establish the continuity of ff. Suppose

ff (A) = <A>* e

By condition (1.6.1), there exist (ί2, z2) and (t3j z3) in T x Z such that

e <έ?H(t2, z2) S H(t3, z3) s

Suppose A e H(t2a, z2). Then (ί2, 22) e <A)> which implies <(A)>* e iϊ(£2, 22).
This, of course, is a contradiction so we conclude Ae <^H(t2a, z2).
Now we assert

(1.10.1) ff [&H{tza, z2)] C

Suppose B e <g>H(t2a, z2) and ff (B) = <β>* e iϊ(ί2, z2). Now

^) U H(ts, zs) =

This, in conjection with Lemma (1.9), implies H(t2a, z2) = ^(T, Z).
Since BgH(t2a,z2), it follows that BeH(t3a,z3). Thus, (t3a,z3)eB
which implies (ί8, «8) e<ί?)>S<7?)>*. This, in turn, implies that
ff(B) e 2?(i3, Ss). We have shown that either \ξ{B) e ^H{t2, z2) or
ff(B) e H(t3, z3). In either event, ff(B) e ίfif^, ^) and (1.10.1) has
been verified. Now, {^H{t, z): (t, z)e T x Z} is a subbasis for the
open subsets of ^ ( Γ , Z). Property (1.10.1) implies that the preimage,
under ff, of each of these subbasic open sets is open. Hence the
preimage of every open set is open and the continuity of ff has been
established. The uniqueness of the extension ff is a consequence of
the well known fact that if any two continuous functions from an
arbitrary space into a Hausdorff space agree on a dense subset, then
the functions are identical.

For any two elements a and b of T, the functions ffδ and ff off
agree on the dense subset ^ ( Γ , Z) of ^ ( Γ , Z). Thus ff6 = ff off and
it follows that the mapping ψ defined by ψ(a) = ff is a homomorphism
from T into S(%f(T, Z)). Finally, ψ is an injection if and only if
the homomorphism φ in the statement of Theorem (1.8) is an injection.
Therefore, ψ is an injection if and only if for each pair of distinct
elements a and b of T, av Φ bv for some v in Z.

2. Applications to semigroups of continuous functions* Now
we consider structure spaces of pairs of the form (S(X), Z(X)) where,
as before, S(X) denotes the semigroup (under composition) of all
continuous functions mapping X into X and Z(X) denotes the kernel
(i.e., minimal two-sided ideal) of S(X). The kernel, in this case, is
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simply the set of all constant functions. We denote the constant
function determined by the point z in X by z, i.e., z(p) = z for all p
in X. Thus, for the pair (S(X), Z(X)), bonds consist of ordered pairs
of the form (/, z) where fe S(X) and z is a constant function. To
make the notation less complicated, we will denote the structure space
of the pair (S(X), Z{X)) simply by <2S(X) rather than by &(S(X), Z(X)).
Similarly, the realization of Z(X) will be denoted by &(X) rather
than by &{S{X),Z(X))
In the sequel, we will use the following facts without explicit mention.

(i) For / in S(X) and y, z in Z(X), the statement foy = z is
equivalent to the statement f(y) = z.

(ii) A subset A of S(X) x Z{X) is a bond if and only if {f~ι{z}:
(/, z) e A} has the finite intersection property.

(iii) A bond is an ultrabond if and only if (/, z) g A implies
/"'{«} Γl gΓι{Vi] n n gt{yN) = 0 f o r s o m e finite subfamily {(gif if<)}<Li
of A.

DEFINITION (2.1). We reserve the symbol e to denote the mapping
from X onto &(X) which is defined by e(X) = Ax. The mapping e
will be referred to as the canonical mapping from X onto

DEFINITION (2.2). A topological space X is an S*-space if it is
7\ and for each closed subset F of X and each point p e X — F, there
exists a function / in S(X) and a point y in X such that f(x) = j/
for each α; in J?7 and /(j>) Φ y.

This class of spaces was introduced in [5] and, as pointed out
there, includes all completely regular Hausdorff spaces which contain
an arc as well as all O-dimensional Hausdorff spaces.

THEOREM (2.3). Suppose X is an S*~space. Then the canonical
mapping e from X onto &{X) is a homeomorphism. In this case,
the homomorphism φ from S(X) into S(&(X)) defined in Theorem
(1.8) is actually an isomorphism onto S(&(X))m Moreover, this
isomorphism is given by φ(f) = eo/oe"1 for each f in S(X).

Proof. Let F be a closed subset of X. For each p e X - F9

there exists a function fp e S(X) and a point ypeX such that fP(x) = yp

for x in F and fp(p) Φ yp. Thus,

2P= n{f?{yψ}: peX-F}

and it follows that {/^{y}: fe S(X), y e X} is a subbasis for the closed
subsets of X. The fact that e is a homeomorphism from X onto

is a consequence of this and the fact that
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e-[^(X) n H(f, y)] = rι{y]

and

Π H(f, y)

for each (f,y) in S(X) x
Now, for any Ave&(X) and any / in S(X),

Thus, φ(f) = eo/oe-1 for each / in S(X). This implies that ψ is an
isomorphism from S(X) onto S(&(X)) since e is a homeomorphism
from X onto R(X).

It follows easily that if X and Y" are homeomorphic, then S(X)
and S(F) are isomorphic. As one might expect, however, the converse
is not true. An easy counter-example is obtained by letting X be a
discrete space with more than one element and letting Y be the same
set, but endowed with the indiscrete topology. The spaces X and Y
are certainly not homeomorphic but the identity mapping is an iso-
morphism from S(X) onto S(Y). For S*-spaces, however, the converse
does hold. Let us first observe that the algebraic structure of a
semigroup T containing a left identity completely determines the
topological structure of &(T, Zτ) where Zτ denotes the kernel of T.
That is, ^ ( J Γ , ZT) and &(W, Zw) are homeomorphic if T and Ware
isomorphic. Therefore, if X and Y are any two topological spaces
such that S(X) and S(Y) are isomorphic, then &(X) and &(Y) are
homeomorphic. If, in addition, X and Y are £*-spaces, it follows
from Theorem (2.3) that X is homeomorphic to &(X) and Y is
homeomorphic to &{X). These observations result in

COROLLARY (2.4). Two S*-spaces X and Y are homeomorphic if
and only if S(X) and S(Y) are isomorphic.

This result is also an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 of [5],
Now we seek a class of spaces with the property that for any space
X within the class, the pair (S(X), Z(X)) is admissible. The class of
£*-spaces does not have this property. To see this, let X be any
infinite set and topologize X by letting X and its finite subsets be
the closed subsets of X. Let F be any closed subset of X and let
p be any point in the complement of F. Choose q Φ p and define a
function / mapping X into X by

fix) — q for x in F

and
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f(x) = x for x in X - F.

The function / is continuous since preimages of finite sets are finite.
Since X is a T1 space, it follows that X is an S*-space. Therefore,
Theorem (2.3) implies that X is homeomorphic to &(X) which, in
turn, implies that &{X) is not Hausdorff. From this it follows that
the pair (S(X), Z(X)) cannot be admissible since otherwise Theorem
(1.10) would imply that &(X) is Hausdorίϊ.

At this point, we do not know if (S(X), Z(X)) must be admissible
when X is a Hausdorff S*-space. However, we are able to find a
rather extensive subclass of the class of Hausdorff S* -spaces with
the property that (S(X), Z(X)) is admissible for any X from this
subclass. We refer to these sapces as strong S*-spaces and we define
them as follows:

DEFINITION (2.5). A space X is a strong S*-space if it if Hausdorff
and for every pair of disjoint closed subsets H and K of X, there
exist distinct points p and q of X and a function / in S(X) such that
f(x) = p for x in H and f(x) = q for x in K.

THEOREM (2.6). The class of strong S*-spaces includes all normal
Hausdorff spaces which contain an arc as well as all those Hausdorff
spaces with the property that for any open subset G containing a
closed subset K, there exists an open-and-closed subset H such that

Proof. First suppose X is normal and there exists a homeomorphism
h from the closed unit interval / into X. For any two disjoint closed
subsets H and K of X there exists, by Urysohn's Lemma, a continuous
function / mapping X into I such that f(x) = 0 for x in H and
f(x) = 1 for x in K. The function h<>f satisfies the conditions set
forth in Definition (2.5).

Now suppose X has the property that for every closed subset K
and every open subset G such that KQG, there exists an-open-and
closed subset H such that KQH^G. Then for any two disjoint
closed subsets K and W of X, there exists an open-and-closed subset
H such that K^HQ X — W. Choose two distinct points p and q
of X. If this cannot be done, it is immediate that X is a strong
S*-space. The function / defined by f(x) = p for x in H and f(x) = q
for x in X — H has the properties required in Definition (2.5) and it
follows that X is a strong S*-space.

It follows rather easily that every strong £*-space is a normal
Hausdorff space. The converse, however, is not true and we will later
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discuss some examples which verify this.

THEOREM (2.7). // X is a strong S*space, then the pair (S(X),
Z(X)) is admissible. Furthermore, if X contains an arc, then the
structure space ^{X) of the pair (S(X), Z{X)) is the Stone-Cech
compactification of X.

Proof. Suppose A is an ultrabond and Ae^H(fz). Then for
some finite subfamily {(gif yi)}f=1 of A, f~ι{z) n W' Φ 0 where W =
Π {gT^ViWi^ τ h e n WQ^lf-'iz}] and since X is normal, there exists
an open subset G of X and a closed subset K of X such that

Since X is a strong S*-space, there exist two functions h and k in
S(X) and points α, b, p, q in X with α ^ b and p ^ g such that

h(x) = α for a? in X — G

h(x) = δ for x in IF

= p for x in if

= q for a? in /"H^l

Then,

W S

This implies,

, α) S ίf(fe, i>) S ^ ^ ( / , s)

and hence, the pair (S(X), Z(X)) is admissible.
Since every strong S*-space is an S*~space, it follows from

Theorem (2.3) that the canonical mapping e from X onto &{X) is a
homeomorphism. It now follows from Theorem (1.10) that ^(X)
(or more precisely, the pair {^/(X), e)) is a Hausdorff compactification
of X. To show that ^{X) is the Stone-Cech compactification of X, it
is sufficient to show that any continuous function mapping &(X) into
the closed unit interval I can be continuously extended over <%f(X)m

Let / be any continuous function from &(X) into /. Since X con-
tains an arc, &(X) does also and there exists a homeomorphism g from
/into &(X). Thus flfo/belongs to S(^(X)). According to Theorem
(2.3), gof= <p(h) =fA for some h in S(X) and by Theorem (1.10), fΛ
has a continuous extension ff which maps *Z/(X) into ^/(X). Now
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Thus, the image of ff is a subset of the range of g and it follows
that flf-^ff is a continuous mapping from <%S(X) into I. Moreover,
for any A in <^(X),

GrMfXA) - g-\UA)) = g~\g(f(A)) = f(A)

and g~λo\l is the desired extension of /.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorems

(2.6) and (2.7).

COROLLARY (2.8). If X is a normal Hausdorff space which
contains an arc, then the structure space of the pair (S(X), Z(X)) is
the Stone-Cech compactification of X.

3* Some examples and concluding remarks* De Groot, in [2]
has proven the existence of a class of spaces which, for the study of
semigroups of continuous functions, has turned out to be a source of
very illuminating examples. He has shown (Th. 3, p. 87) that there
exists a family ^ consisting of 2C 1-dimensional connected and locally
connected subspaces of the Euclidean plane such that for any J e ^ ,
the only continuous functions mapping X into itself are the constant
functions and the identity function. Furthermore, for any two distinct
spaces X and Y of &, the only continuous functions mapping Xinto
Y are the constant functions. It follows that for any Xin &, S(X)
is a left zero semigroup with identity, i.e., the product of any two
elements (Φ identity) is the element on the left. Since each such X
consists of more than one point and is connected, its cardinality must
be c. This implies that the cardinality of each S(X) is also c. There-
fore, for any two spaces X and F of &, any bijection from S(X)
onto S(Y) which takes the identity of the former onto the identity
of the latter is an isomorphism. However, X and Y are not home-
omorphic if X Φ Y. Of course, none of the spaces in & are S*-spaces
and therefore none can be strong S*-spaces. This verifies the assertion
following Theorem (2.6) that a normal Hausdorff space need not be a
strong S*-space.

Corollary (2.8) states that one can obtain βX from the semigroup
S(X) if X is normal, Hausdorff and contains an arc. Specifically, for
such a space X, the structure space of (S(X), Z(X)) is the Stone-Cech
compactification, βX, of X. The properties of being normal and
Hausdorff are not sufficient for this, even when coupled with con-
nectedness and local connectedness. All the spaces in Ŝ 7 satisfy these
properties, yet for no space X in & is the structure space <Z/{X) = βX.
Since all the S(X), Xe &, are isomorphic, all the ^ ( X ) , I e ^ , are
homeomorphic. We shall determine the structure of one (and hence,
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all) <ZS(X). Let i denote the identity function on X. For any z in

Z(X),

Az = {{y,y): y e Z(X)} U {(i, z)} .

Each Az is an ultrabond and, conversely, each ultrabond is of the
form Az for some z in Z(X). Then, for any y, z in Z(X),

H(y, z) = 0 if 7/ =£ z

and

H(y,y) = {Av: v e Z(X)} .

Furthermore,

i, z) - {Az} .

From these considerations, it follows that %S(X) = ^?(X) and that
the closed subsets of *%f(X) are <Z/(X) and the finite subsets of
1&(X). Thus, ^{X) is not Hausdorff and, consequently, cannot be
βX. Furthermore, it follows from Theorem (1.10) that the pair
(S(X), Z(X)) is not admissible.

At this point it seems appropriate to make an observation con-
cerning the conclusions of Theorems (2.3) and (2.7). Essentially, we
proved that these conclusions are valid when we restrict ourselves to
spaces with an ample supply of continuous functions. The previous
discussion indicates that some such restrictions are necessary.

In conclusion, we take the opportunity to express our appreciation
to the referee for his suggestions which have improved the presenta-
tion of this paper.
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